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EDITOR’S NOTES

editor’s

The portfolio of responsibilities have been
allocated by the Board as follows:
Chairman
Vice-Chairman
Business & Commerce
		
Treasurer

Craig Sacarello
Alfredo Vasquez
		
Alfredo Vasquez

Employment

Gemma Vasquez 		
			
Ian Torrilla		
			

Environment

Tony Lopez

Legal
Business start-ups/EU Funding

		

Education & Training

Tony Lopez

		

Banking
Health & Safety
Tourism

(Conditions of Employment Board, Labour
Advisory Board, Small Business Board)
(Employment & Training Board, Small Business
Board)

Ian Torrilla / Alfredo Vasquez (JLAG, EU Funding Board, Small Grants Board)
Ian Torrilla

Trade Licensing

Dear Readers,

Gemma Vasquez

Information & Technology

Membership Secretary/ Members Benefits

(E-business Advisory Council)

Michael Borge
Gemma Vasquez / Craig Sacarello
Michael Borge
Tony Lopez

		

Julian Byrne		

(Health & Safety Board)
(Tourism Advisory Council)

		
Wholesale & Retail
International
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(ESBA Board)

We are working behind the scenes
to do everything we can to address
2013 has been an interesting year.
the situation, and in order to do so we
really need to know how the border
A lot of changes and new challenges problems are affecting you. Please let
have arisen for local businesses. us know the issues that affect your
Some businesses are thriving and business and life.
others are having to adapt to different
demands.
In February we will have the annual
This issue we have an interview with
the Minister of Finance, Albert Isola
and find out how he can help local
business and Gibraltar’s economy at
large.

us know your thoughts and struggles.
Our goal is to make Gibraltar a great
place for small businesses and we
need to know the issues the business
community is facing.
Please let us know what you would
like to see in future editions.

visit of the European Small Business Thanks for reading and supporting
Alliance (ESBA) which will be both the GFSB.
interesting to hear what is going on
in Europe and also an opportunity to Wishing you success,
share some of our concerns.
We remind you to attend our breakfast
clubs and training courses which are
a great success. If you haven’t done
so already please join our LinkedIN
Julian Byrne
group.
Editor

We have some interesting articles on
the big issue that is in everybody’s
minds, and that is the frontier situation.
With long queues almost every day,
problems importing products and
growing friction, this is a topic that The group is for our members to
affects all our lives.
discuss matters and highlight relevant
issues to the Board so that we can take
it up from there. It is a great way to let
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Editor

Ian Torrilla

chairperson’s

foreword
Dear Members,
With the frontier situation dominating
our news daily there is little doubt that
in the long term, retailers in Gibraltar
face challenging times.

Tony Lopez

Lianne Azzopardi

Don’t gamble with risk
Deal with it
Risk is inherent to business - without it there’d be no reward.
But dealing with it effectively means taking action to make
your business risk-resilient. Which, to us, means building
strength and value into your business so that when the
unexpected does happen, and at some time it surely will,
you’ll be better prepared to weather the storm and come out
fighting. Risk management and value creation are key services
we provide to our clients. It’s called stacking the odds in our
favour.

For more information, call Joseph L Caruana
or Stephen J Reyes on: Tel: +350 200 41200,
Fax: +350 200 41201, info@deloitte.gi

A focused effort has to be made to
try to alleviate the situation at the
border. The message has to be a
non-political message, whereby the
economic effect on Gibraltar and,
more pertinently, on the surrounding
area, are highlighted. The endgame
must be to make the border more user
friendly, whilst maintaining our right
to defend our status. A useful point
to focus attention on is the European
Union. The press announcement
made by the European Union does
not treat the situation at our border
sympathetically enough. The reality
faced by every user of the frontier
is most un-European. This needs to
be highlighted in a manner which is
recognised by the European Union.
Effective, non-political, lobbying is
necessary.

With the European Small Business
Alliance board meetings occurring
here in February, it presents us with
an excellent opportunity to bring
the problems we are facing at a
European border to the table. Having
a European association lobby for
Gibraltar within the EU can only be
a positive step forward. The GFSB
is committed to trying to assist the
situation and highlight the difficulties
which businesses are facing, be
it as a cross border level (due to
difficult spot-checks being carried
out on merchandise) or at a more
human level (the difficulties faced by
employees crossing the border daily).
The government is to be applauded
for supporting GFSB initiatives such as
Small Business Saturdays; however,
there is an urgent need to find new
sectors into which Gibraltar can safely
expand in order to continue to create
wealth and employment. The private
sector needs to assist here - without
a shadow of doubt; however strong
leadership is also required. There is
no doubt that we are faring as well as
we can in a difficult situation. There

is, however, equally no doubt, that
we have to be inventive and think
progressively if we are to face these
difficult times with a smile upon our
faces.
The call has to be to make Gibraltar
more business friendly. We need to
make it easier for business to flourish
and occur in Gibraltar. We need to
make certain that the view of Gibraltar
world-wide is that we are always open
for business.
As ever,

Gemma Vasquez
Chairperson
Gibraltar Federation of Small
Businesses

www.deloitte.gi
Merchant House, 22/24 John Mackintosh Square, P.O. Box 758, Gibraltar
© 2013 Deloitte Limited. A member of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited
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GFSB’s Chair Gemma
Vasquez interviews the
Minister for Financial
Services, Albert Isola
GV: Thanks for agreeing to meet today: I
would like start by asking you how you
are settling in? How are you finding it?
AI: Well I’ve been lucky in that I’ve come
into this job 18 months down the line and
the programme is pretty much set. Our
commitments are there and we are well on
the road to delivering on them. I’ve taken over
from Minister Licudi who had these matters
under control and in that sense it’s been quite
easy for me to take over fully briefed and
moving forward with the challenges we face.
In terms of trying to bring a new way of doing
things it is possible and I am in the process of
doing that. We each have our own style. We
each have our own pros and cons and so it’s
very much trying to import my own style in to
the portfolios that I’ve been given and see how
I can drive those forward. It is an important
position of huge responsibility and I am very
conscious of that. I believe that by working
closely with the industry in real partnership
we will see where the focus is going to be not
just in marketing the jurisdiction but also in
the legislative framework to make ourselves
competitive with other jurisdictions in terms
of the products that we have available and
how these can be delivered.
GV: Do you feel that an additional strength
was needed in financial services?
AI: Well I think we recognised that in our
2011 manifesto where we committed to
employing four senior executives which we
now have taken on and they are working
well under the direction of James Tipping
our Finance Centre Director. Minister Licudi
appointed two, I have recently appointed the
second set of two. So we now have four
senior executives who are extremely able and
competent individuals who I will lean heavily
on and rely on for the increased marketing of
Gibraltar. We’re totally committed to that and
the employment of these four individuals is a
very important step - particularly the position
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in London. I think having a senior executive
in London which is one of the main areas
of business for our financial services sector
is crucial and the private sector has been
calling for these appointments for some time,
so I am delighted that we’ve finally been able
to put that into place.
GV: How are the Government tackling
the negative publicity that’s coming from
Spain and the myths that are being spread
about Gibraltar in the Spanish press? Is
anything being done to tackle that or is
there a marketing plan more generally?
AI: I think there are two aspects to it. There
is the internal Spainish press and there’s the
international press. The press that we’ve
received over the summer internationally has
actually been favourable. In areas around
the world that you wouldn’t have believed,
we have received favourable press because
people are understanding that Spain is
misrepresenting the truth. It’s Government is
bullying a community of 30,000 people who
have at all times acted in a manner that is
reasonable, law abiding and in full compliance
with our EU obligations. I believe our Chief
Minister has responded quite superbly in his
many, many interviews these past months,
without exception.
What are we doing about it? Well I think
there’s an opportunity for us now to enhance
the reputation of Gibraltar and the perception
of Gibraltar internationally. We now have an
audience that’s been switched on to Gibraltar
over these past months and it’s up to us
to take advantage of that in a positive and
sensible way, and we are working on this.
We need to talk about the quality of the
jurisdiction, the EU compliant regulation in the
jurisdiction, the reputation of the jurisdiction,
and then explain how Gibraltarians live their
lives and how we are a community of people
with our own identity, but above all else we
are reasonable, decent, law abiding citizens.
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I believe the huge success of Gibraltar Day
in London and the increased interest in our
services demonstrates that we are getting
our message across, but of course more
needs to be done.
GV: Now what jurisdictions in particular
would you be aiming for? Is it purely
England, London, or would you be
focusing on numerous jurisdictions?
AI: I think we need to look at marketing
our jurisdiction in specific areas, but raising
the good profile of Gibraltar internationally.
It’s not so much a marketing campaign
as it is a raising of the profile. The UK of
course is important for many reasons but
we should consider other areas to increase
awareness, but our initial focus is in the UK
and Switzerland.
GV: Absolutely. I’ve lived in the UK
and I worked for a law firm in London
before I came over to Gibraltar and we
had a chat about offshore jurisdictions,
Jersey, Guernsey, Isle of Man came up
and Gibraltar wasn’t even mentioned,
even though Malta was mentioned
tangentially.
AI: That’s precisely the problem. I draw a
distinction between profile and marketing
although of course there is an overlap. I
believe we have to focus first on our natural
markets with the UK and Switzerland. That’s
what I see as the short term need. The
medium to long term plan is then looking at
other places where we should start planting
seeds, raising the profile and then begin a
sustained marketing effort, but always hand
in hand with the private sector.
GV: From that I’ll take you to the situation
with Spain and how exactly do you see
it panning out? Do you see it backing
down in the not to distant future? Do
you find that it’s damaging business
relations with Spain at the moment?
AI: There’s no question that it’s damaging
business relations with Spain – absolutely,
but for the wrong reasons. And I say that
because people in Spain are having a hard
time and Gibraltar is an opportunity for many
of them. There are Spanish companies
who are actually scared of working in
Gibraltar for fear of being called disloyal or
unpatriotic, and that creates a different set
of problems. So I think that the relationship
from our perspective will continue to be
as welcoming as we always have been

to Spaniards and Spanish business, but
unfortunately it’s not the same the other
way round. Internationally the situation is a
little different because in the sectors that I
look after people don’t like noise, they just
want to get on with their business. I think
that is the same all over the world. They just
want to carry on doing what they’re good
at. Gibraltar is a service jurisdiction and
what we do is provide excellent service to
clients from all over the world. I think the
Spanish Government have been surprised
by two things, firstly the response of the
international press and the way that they
haven’t supported their initiatives, and
secondly by the strength of support of the
UK Government. I would hope that common
sense will prevail and the technical ad hoc
talks will bring an opportunity to talk and
explain our respective positions. Our position
on talks is clear and we shall maintain that
line. There is no question that the siege we
are currently under will change that.
GV: Picking you on from there, at the
moment there’s also a bit of noise
unfortunately about the point on
consumption tax which is relevant to
the gaming companies. How damaging
is this in your view? What’s been done
about it?
AI: I think the real concern for me is that the
proposed changes have not been thought
through either by the UK team in charge of
the regulatory aspects or indeed the revenue
in terms of the tax charge. The impact of
the legislation is unworkable in my mind and
we’ve made political representations to the
UK Government about some of our concerns
with the legislation and the GBGA are
obviously working in parallel making their own
representations. We continue to work with
the UK Government to explain our concerns
at the proposals and to lobby for the change
that will deliver a workable framework.
The concerns that we have are really quite
simple. It’s not a question of protecting
what we have, it’s a question of ensuring
that what they do works because if it does
work, the gaming companies, including the
UK facing gaming companies in Gibraltar will
still have a very good reason for being here.
But the effect of the legislation in the UK is
I believe, damaging for the consumer in the
UK. Potentially it will drive UK consumers
underground to unlicensed and unregulated
businesses where they will not collect the
proposed tax and further, in effect turn the
UK into a tax free betting zone for non UK

business which, I don’t think was where
they started out in terms of their consumer
protection and fair tax.
If there is no change to the proposals, then
there will be an impact and it is clear that
it will obviously impact more on UK facing
businesses than international facing gaming
companies.
GV: Are we starting to look at different
sectors of the economy to determine if
there could be another industry we would
wish to invest in?

AI: We’re always looking at new revenue
streams, new services that can be provided
from Gibraltar and even potential new
industries. You know Minister Bossano is
extremely active in inward investment and
trying to attract new types of business to
Gibraltar. He has done it before and I know that
he is able to do it again. But I don’t believe by
any stretch of the imagination that it’s the end
of the gaming sector. They are doing well in
a competitive and challenging environment.
Gibraltar has many features to attract them
not just in terms of the tax regime, but the
overall package that Gibraltar offers, including
of course our excellent reputation.
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Everybody wants to be licensed in Gibraltar
as a gaming company. The reputation of
our regulation and jurisdiction is first class. I
often say that we have the best regulator in
the world and the best regulatory environment
in the world. And it’s important that the very
people who recognise that first and foremost
are actually gaming companies themselves.
Like we’ve done before, I suspect there’ll
be an adjustment and there may be a new
focus in terms of the areas of business that
Gibraltar gaming companies look at.
GV: Thank you very much for that. I’m
going to wrap up with the question about
you…how do you feel? What are you
adding to the Government? What are you
going to…you know, what is your pet
project if it were? And how are you…

AI: I have a number of pet projects which
are in programme if I can call it that. What can
I bring? I just bring a different way of doing
things and it’s no better or worse than the
person before me who did extremely well, it’s
more about how I focus on what I believe that
we should be doing. I treat this very much as
if it was a business and working completely
in partnership with the stakeholders. For me
working as closely as I can with the private
sector and initiatives that they’re asking for is
fundamental because they know what’s good
for them. We know what’s good for Gibraltar
so working together we should be able to
bring about a more direct and I suspect an
accelerated speed to the way in which things
happen. So whether it’s focusing domestically
on what we have to do or in our regulatory
processes, what I hear from the sector is that
speed to market is crucial.

I think we need to do everything we can
to see how we can improve our systems,
services and processes to be more efficient
and deliver our service at a better pace whilst
at the same time maintaining the standards
of regulation we have achieved over many
years. So there’s that aspect of trying to make
business easier for our community and then
there’s the second aspect of holding hands
with the industry and going out there and
marketing Gibraltar as a centre of excellence
in financial services and obviously in gaming,
which is what I think we all want to happen
to bring more quality business to Gibraltar.
We have always developed at a steady and
sustainable pace, and I think that is extremely
important for a stable and strong economy
like ours.

Fast. Smart. Mobile.
Introducing our
iPhone app dedicated
to business banking
NatWest has launched a smart iPhone app, giving you instant control over your
finances when on the move. By delivering the freedom to manage your accounts 24/7,
this app gives you more time to focus on moving your business ahead.
Instant benefits:
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Have you got your Club Card yet?

Manage multiple business accounts using the same app
Search and view up to 7 years of transactions
Move money easily and quickly between your NatWest accounts
Locate your nearest NatWest branch or cash machine wherever you are
Access and manage your business accounts quickly and easily

Got a minute? Get started

Register now at
facebook.com/HollandandBarrettGibraltar

Once you are registered with NatWest Online Business
Banking, it only takes a minute to download our
dedicated business banking app. Search for NatWest
Offshore Business Banking in the Apple App Store.

and start earning points today!

To find out more, please visit
www.natwestinternational.com/business_mobile

Zip a dee
do dah!

Mr.
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M
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* terms & conditions apply
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The Royal Bank of Scotland International Limited trading as NatWest (NatWest). Registered Office: P.O. Box 64, Royal Bank House, 71 Bath Street, St. Helier, Jersey JE4 8PJ. Regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission.
Business address: PO Box 11, 16 Library Place, St Helier, Jersey, JE4 8NH. NatWest is the registered business name of The Royal Bank of Scotland International Limited under the Business Names Registration Act. Gibraltar business
address: National Westminster House, PO Box 707, 57 Line Wall Road, Gibraltar. Regulated and authorised by the Financial
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ZEN & THE ART OF
GIBRALTAR FRONTIER

QUEUING

How to make the waiting Rock!
In a bid to put some positive spin on a negative situation, freelance journalist and GFSB member
Belinda Beckett suggests that the Gibraltar Border Queue is a business opportunity waiting to
be exploited! Photography by GFSB member David Cussen.

Don’t get me wrong. It will never
catch on as a tourist attraction.
No one’s going to get themselves trapped in a traffic jam for 6 hours 20 minutes and 14
seconds just to visit Gibraltar’s equivalent of the Elgin Marbles or touch a lucky lump of
limestone shaped like a woman’s boob. But if you have to get stuck somewhere, there are
worse places than the Gibraltar border queue.
The East Side of town isn’t on the main tourist drag but it has its attractions (Titty Rock’s just
one of them). As my partner Dave discovered when he and 9,999 other motorists (Source
figures: Daily Mail) were caught in what’s become known as The Great Queue by those who
patiently waited in it (and by millions of others who didn’t, as Gibraltar hasn’t been out of the
headlines since).
In years to come, people’s kids could be asking them “What did you do in the Great Queue
Daddy?” The answers will surprise you!
The date - Saturday July 27th 2013 – is already written into the annals of Gibraltar’s history
for producing one of the longest waits on record. Six hours, officially, in 30 Sizzling Degrees of
Centigrade. But Dave fired up his engine at 15.30 and passed through Checkpoint Carlos at
21.50.14. Do the math! He’s among the one-in-six ‘Campo de Gibraltarians’ who commute to
work across the frontier five days a week. Not everyone can walk in, although it’s the sensible
option in these troubled times. Dave’s in the construction industry and you just try carrying
ladders, drills and paint pots on foot through customs and immigration and across an airport
runway to the other side of town.
So when he finally tottered through the door six hours, 20 minutes and 14 seconds behind
schedule I wasn’t expecting him to be a picture of Zen-like calm. Me? I’d be pouring out a large
Larios & Tonic along with a stream of vitriol containing the words Treaty of Utrecht and Cordoba
Agreement. Dave was exhibiting a cool that would put cucumbers to shame.
Here’s why. He got out of his van and went walkabout. You can do that if you’re at the back of
the queue in what’s quaintly called the East Side Holding Area, as you’re generally guaranteed
a two-hour wait (and sometimes more).
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Everyone else did too and, the way Dave
describes the scene that day, it sounded like
an American tailgate party (without the booze).
People were sharing paper cups and hanging
out around the GibAqua tanker, laid on by
the government to dispense free water, like
it was their local bar. Some people picnicked
on their Morrisons shopping, laid out like
a smorgasbord in their car boots (Q-Tip:
a bag of frozen peas makes a great cold
compress. A few sporty types played tennis
in a neighbouring car park! Dave discovered
Titty Rock and some other interesting sights
that helped to pass the time quite pleasantly.
In short, people gave up tooting their horns
and raining down curses on El Presidente
Rajoy and all his government and a spirit of
camaraderie prevailed. Weren’t you surprised
to notice there were no incidents of road rage
that day, and no arrests?
Then I heard about Dr Queue, aka Professor
Richard Larson of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, who says “Every
queue is a business opportunity.” According
to his exhaustive 30-year study on queue
psychology, Theory of Waiting Lines, “People
in a queue find the time flies by much quicker
when they’re distracted or engaged. You can
actually change a queuing experience into a
very positive experience.”
It’s already working at Epcot in Florida,
where the Guinness World Record-breaking
queues were causing riots until they installed
interactive screens outside the gates to
entertain visitors.
If it works there, why not in Gibraltar? It’s not
rocket science.

• A map of Things To Do in the Gibraltar
Queue with local advertising support.

5. You’re at the East Side Holding Area and
going nowhere soon. Enjoy!

Here are one or two ideas for starters:

Key to Map

• I Survived the Gibraltar Border Queue
T-shirts.

1. Stop for refreshments in Little Genoa. This
cute fishing village is as Italian in flavour as
its crescent of Neapolitan ice cream-coloured
houses. Just one cornetto and you’ll be
singing the song.

6. Visit North Front Cemetery. The magnificent
marble mausoleums make the Elgin Marbles
look tame!

• Car sitting. A queue jockey takes the wheel
while the occupants do something more
interesting.
• A live bait and rent-a-rod stall for catching
a late fish supper … in Gibraltar’s territorial
waters, of course.
• Car loos for women. I kid you not, they’re
just tubes with a bottle at one end and a
female fitment at the other but there’s not
been much call for them until now.
• Slow Food Service. Snacks and ice cold
drinks delivered to the car window.

2. Catch a late fish supper in Caleta Bay with
your rent-a-rod.
3. Touch Titty Rock for luck. It’s been a local
tradition since this boob-shaped boulder fell
from the cliff in the 18th century and landed
tit up in the sand.
4. Photograph the East Side Monkey Troupe
and sell the shots to National Geographic.

7. Freshen up in the airport, It’s airconditioned, there are loos and the staff are
obliging (let’s face it, they’ve got nothing
much else to do).
8. Reward yourself with a 99 from the ice
cream van at the border (and support a
small local business). Gibraltar’s Mr Whippy
has doubled his takings since the border
shenanigans began.
Got a better idea? Why not post it on GFSB’s
Linked In page!
For more humorous takes on life in the Campo
de Gibraltar, see www.belindabeckett.com
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CROSS-BORDER GROUP SIGNS
‘HISTORICAL DECLARATION’
AGAINST FRONTIER PROBLEMS

FRONTIER

ISSUES
As a business, The Beacon Press
imports its stationery, office
supplies and office furniture items
from both the UK and Spain and all
of these items travel overland to
Gibraltar.
In the case of the UK items they come
through the frontier on a lorry direct from the
UK contracted by local freight agents. The
Spanish goods however get delivered in to a
customs agent in La Linea. We then organise
for the La Linea agent to bring them through
for us and we do the customs clearance for
these. In the past most of our deliveries have
come through the frontier with little problem
within a couple of hours of being loaded on
the Spanish side of the frontier. However in
the last month or so, we have experienced
delays at the Spanish customs.

their deliveries to Gibraltar and causing them
operational problems.

than normal and sales generally since the
end of August are looking healthier.

On the positive side, the queues at the frontier
has meant that local people have opted not
to shop in Spain so much and our business
has benefitted from this side effect. We have
had a busier Back to School period at the end
of August/beginning of September this year

Gigi Sene
Director
The Beacon Press

We usually get at least one delivery per
week from Spain and for the last few weeks
they have nearly all been placed on stop by
Spanish Customs and at least one of our
pallets each time have been dismantled and
searched. This has meant delays of several
hours causing our goods to come through in
the early afternoon even though they have
been loaded before 10 am. It also means
we have received our goods loose and with
some retail packaging slightly damaged.
Our Spanish customs clearance agents are
increasingly frustrated as they comment to us
that this is happening on a daily basis with
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Gibraltarian and Spanish unions
and
business
organisations
yesterday called on their respective
governments to act and implement
measures that will guarantee the
free flow of persons across the
border.

M i n d i n g G i b r a l t a r ’s B u s i n e s s

Is your business being affected by
frontier issues? Let the GFSB know.

In a memorandum that will be sent to the
European Commission and the European
Parliament, the cross-border group expressed
its “absolute aversion” to the current situation
at the frontier.
It also urged the EU to assign a permanent
observer at the border, whose role would be
to ensure the normalisation of the freedom of
movement.
“This situation is totally unacceptable
between two territories within the EU and
is contrary to the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights,” the memorandum states.
“The current situation at the border is seen
as a form of punishment and is a serious
impediment to the normal development of
the social and economic relations, which this
group aspires to.”
The
three-page
document
adds:
“Businessmen and workers from both sides
of the border believe that their rights as
European citizens are being infringed by the
current controls at the border, given that they
produce horrendous queues which affect
frontier users, the cross border economy of
the area and as a consequence, employment
in the region.”

La Linea have seen a decline of 30% as a
direct result of border issues.
George Dyke, Director of the Chamber of
Commerce, said it would be difficult to
quantify the same effects in Gibraltar without
further investigation.

CROSS-BORDER HUMANITARIAN
COALITION: George Dyke, Director of the
Chamber of Commerce; Alfredo Vasquez,
Director of the Gibraltar Federation of Small
Businesses; Wendy Cumming, President of
the Gibraltar General and Clerical Association;
Inma Ortega Gil, Campo General Secretary
of Comisiones Obreras; Lorenzo Perez
Periañes, President of the Small and Medium
Businesses Associations of La Linea; Victor
Ochello, Unite the Union Regional Officer.
Bottom row left to right: Stuart Borastero,
President of the Gibraltar Teacher’s
Association; Juan Morillas, President of the
Circulo Mercantil in La Linea; and Angel
Serrano, Campo General Secretary of the
Union General de Trabajadores.

as any socio-economic problems,” he said.
Mr Borastero was speaking at the Circulo
Mercantil in La Linea, where the parties
signed the memorandum yesterday morning.
The cross-border group consisted of Unite
the Union, the Gibraltar Teacher’s Association,
Gibraltar General and Clerical Association,
the Chamber of Commerce and the Gibraltar
Federation of Small Businesses, with similar
associations forming the Spanish contingent.

Stuart Borastero, President of the Gibraltar
Teacher’s Association, said that the signing
of the document between both sets of
syndicates and unions was a “historical
moment”.

The Spanish organisations included the Small
and Medium Businesses Associations of La
Linea (APYMELL), the Circulo Mercantil in La
Linea, Comisiones Obreras (C.C.O.O) and the
Union General de Trabajadores (U.G.T).

“We have tried to put politics to one side and
focus on the issues affecting citizens from
Gibraltar and the Campo de Gibraltar as well

Angel Serrano, General Secretary of the
Union General de Trabajadores, said that
initial surveys suggested that businesses in

However he did concede that some
businesses have seen an improvement, such
as hotels and supermarkets.
“People are purchasing less in Spain and are
therefore doing their shopping in Gibraltar,”
Mr Dyke said.
He said that the cross-frontier workers are
manageable at the moment, but if the border
issues continue, it will have more “long term
effects” on workers.
Juan Morillas, president of the Circulo
Mercantil, also gave a talk on the common
history shared by Gibraltar and La Linea as
well as the family ties.
“If research was to be done on the family
names from both cities, we would see that
many share the same name,” Sr Morillas
said. He said that it is because of this fact
that relations should be good between the
two neighbourly towns as “we have the same
blood running through our veins”.
Sr Morillas argued that, without Gibraltar,
La Linea would struggle and also said that
Gibraltar would be an incomplete society if La
Linea were to be amputated from the Rock.
He ended his talk by stating that he would
like to see the two cities develop alongside
each other.
“In order for this to happen, we need to do
away with the excessive frontier queues for
the sake of dignity and the well-being of the
two cities,” he added.

M i n d i n g G i b r a l t a r ’s B u s i n e s s
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Developing
Gibraltar’s
first centre of

Digital
Innovation
& Incubation
The InnoHub seminar was held on Friday
1st November 2013 at the Elliot Hotel. The
event saw a range of speakers address
the packed floor on issues relating to
entrepreneurship and digital innovation in
businesses. It was supported by the GFSB
and the sponsors included Gibtelecom,
L Sacarello and Elitad International.
The Minister for Commercial Affairs, Neil Costa, opened
the event with a rousing speech on the value the government
places on the contribution of small businesses (and their
tax revenue) to Gibraltar’s GDP. In particular, the Minister
recognised the importance of the need for the local business
community to embrace the digital age and re-iterated the
government’s commitment to e-governance (no more
queuing up at the counter) and their move towards the
provision of open data governance.
Glendon Martinez, local entrepreneur and director of four
international businesses followed with a humourous and well
presented talk on the importance of entrepreneurship within
Gibraltar. Of note, he talked about how everyone could think
like an entrepreneur and, whilst not having to start their own
business, they could make a valuable contribution within
their organisations by being pro-active. He stressed the need
for local businesses to ‘think out of the Rock (box)’.
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Peter Harman, CEO UK Business Incubator
(UKBI- an association which has over 300
incubator members over the UK) followed
Glendon. A highly measured and informative
talk ensued where Peter provided details
on the relevance and importance of the
incubation process for startup companies in
the modern era. Perhaps his most revealing
comment was how only 30% of start ups
(across the world) succeed/survive versus an
87% success rate for start ups who undergo
an incubation process. The most successful
incubators were ones where the owners
and consultants were regularly present
and available for advice away from official
meetings.
Craig Sacarello talked about InnoHub and
his and Raimundo’s (fellow founder) vision
for the development of a new digital sector
within Gibraltar’s economy. Craig talked
about the strengths and weaknesses within
the economy and how the gaming sector in
particular, whilst boosting employment levels
and increasing the talent base (of developers
and programmers), also poised a threat
in that external factors such as legislation
and regulation changes could lead to their
departure and leave a talent vacuum in its
wake.
With a strong economy and said talent
pool, now was the time to capitalise and
invest in Gibraltar’s future by diversifying
the economy. Essentially, this is how
InnoHub was formed. InnoHub is a centre
for entrepreneurship and digital innovation
for SMEs and start ups to foster growth in
businesses. The focus is on the provision and
implemetation of digital technologies which
will help businesses become more profitable.
In practice and at a basic level, it means
that a company implementing a choice of
Customer Relationship Management, Supply
Chain Management or Project Management
programmes will be able to offer a better
product/service and operate in a leaner and
more efficient fashion. The adoption of an
e-commerce website would widen their
market to the whole world.

The combination of SME and start up
companies working together in one centre
of excellence will expose certain synergies.
SMEs will be kept abreast of all the new
technologies arising (from the start ups)
and the start ups will be able to test their
products (via the SMEs) and also forge
relationships with the same providing them
with an accelerated access to market. The
key here is to consult very carefully on the
product testing and modifying and timing the
scaling up to perfection.
InnoHub will be looking for EU funding
and government assistance to roll out
the combined SME/start up aspect of the
business but it will also be seeking private
funding to support events, meet-ups etc.
Craig Sacarello commented; ’We are
delighted with how the event went; it was
well attended and the feedback has been
terrific. Peter Harman (UKBI) has offered
to provide assistance and advice in our
roll-out. The ethos in this sector gravitates
towards the collaborative process and we are
forging ahead in developing links at a local
and international level. I think that locally, at
present, there is a lack of awareness on how
digital innovations can, as a tool, increase
the profitability of a company. For some
businesses, digital technologies are their
mainstay. These businesses require highly
skilled personnel who demand high wagesthese companies charge for their services
and the net effect is a considerable increase
in GDP. The future is digital; the future is
now.’
Gemma Vasquez closed the seminar
emphasising the importance that small
businesses play in the contribution to GDP
and funding of the public sector bodies.
She also mirrored her views on the need for
these companies to innovate and that the
government provides them with this platform
to allow for success.

The centre will also provide digital consultancy
and launchpad services for startups
preparing them for their ‘pitching day’ where
they attempt to convince venture capitalists/
companies/business angels to invest in their
company. InnoHub will also lay on one or
two seminars per month inviting international
speakers and experts in different technical
fields to discuss their views and relay their
experiences.
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GFSB launches
Small Business
Saturdays

Small Business

SATURDAY
Gibraltar

In the lead up to Christmas
Gibraltar held their first and
much awaited
‘Small Business Saturday’!
A day to celebrate and support
small businesses and all they do
for our community!

communities get more of the recognition
they deserve. We’ll be looking to encourage
for these to be held quarterly – so watch this
space!
The focus of the campaign will be traders,
where you can find everything from fashion
outlets to electronics to handmade crafts to
beauty products. To support the campaign
small businesses and consumers can follow
the GFSB Facebook page where we will
keep you up to date with what is going on,
and let you know how you can get involved.
Small businesses are encouraged to show
their support by advertising Small Business
Saturdays in their premises and sharing
any current offers on the GFSB’s page. By
creating a specific Small Business Saturday
offer or promotion you can create the boost
your appeal to new customers.

The SBS team are using social media to
promote as many main street retailers and
small businesses as possible in the lead up
to the event. For your chance to be promoted
email the name of your business, where it
is, what it does/sells, what you plan to do
in your business on the next Small Business
Saturday to celebrate this initiative (ideally
with a picture of you in your business) to
gfsb@gfsb.gi. There will also be a number
of events organised to encourage consumers
to visit Main Street on the Saturday so that
the experience is enjoyed by the entire family.

Small businesses are the heart and soul of Gibraltar! Retailers, cafes, restaurants, pop-up shops and local service providers joined the GFSB
and the Gibraltar Government to be part of this unforgettable day.
People piled into the city centre for this one day event, which saw businesses come together to offer some amazing services, gifts, great
experiences and exceptional food.
There was a crafts market, live bands, choirs, gifts for all, exceptional discounts, scrumptious food, workshops and a wonderful nostalgic
atmosphere, with many retailers opening later for the occasion.
Gibraltar’s great community came together for a day of entertainment and shopping that the whole family could enjoy.

Transforming Gibraltar’s shopping experience!
The event was designed to drive shoppers to small, local businesses and give shoppers a reason to keep their money local. The idea is to
grow awareness as to what can be provided in our local community.
The GFSB would love to hear what shoppers are looking for locally in the way of what is on offer in Gibraltar? Email gfsb@gfsb.gi with your
suggestions. Watch out for more small business Saturdays in the future!Email gfsb@gfsb.gi with your suggestions.

A bit about
Small
Business
Saturdays:

Small Business Saturday is
a grassroots campaign that
encourages people to ‘shop local’
and support small businesses in
their communities both on the
day and beyond. The first ‘Small
Business Saturday’ in Gibraltar
took place on the 7th December, in
the run up to Christmas.
This initiative is popular around the world,
having started in 2010 in the US as a
shopping holiday held on the Saturday after
Thanksgiving, one of the busiest shopping
days of the year in the American calendar,
and has generated a lot of custom for small
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businesses. In 2012 the initiative generated
an impressive $5.5 bn (£3.42 bn) in sales
for US independent businesses and led
to an increase in long term sales for many
retailers.
Gibraltar’s small businesses account for a
significant portion of private sector turnover
and employment. This initiative aims to
celebrate and showcase the breadth of
small, independent businesses established
in Gibraltar on ones of the busiest shopping
days of the year. Small businesses give
consumers greater choice and contribute to
the unique character of our main street. It
gives consumers a special opportunity to do
their bit to ensure that the risk-takers who
set up shop and provide jobs in our local

Situated by the waters edge of Queensway Quay Marina,
The Landing’s is the perfect place to enjoy delicious food in a laid back and
chic atmosphere. Specialising in quality sustainable fish, the menu also includes
traditional meat and vegetarian dishes with a contemporary twist.
The perfect venue for private events and celebrations!

Open all day every day from 11.30 am till late. 15 Queensway Quay, Gibraltar

Reservations: +350 200 66100
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GLOCON –

as GLOCON uses complex high bit encryption
algorithms and tokenization methods.

WEARABLE TECHNOLOGY OF THE FUTURE
Written by Alfredo Vasquez
Vasquez Consulting Ltd

But how will GLOCON evolve? Well, with over
70,000 world wide mobile phone developers
out there, GLOCON sets to reach out to this
community to conceive and create an endless
flow of applications and utilities. Effectively
developers around the world will be able
to create and make applications publically
available; something akin to a mobile phone
app store.

software sector is ideally suited to Gibraltar’s
environment; high skilled labour, low physical
space requirements, global market reach
and a complement to the existing Gaming
industry.
www.glocon.me
www.payfrex.com

The creators of GLOCON are Gibraltar based
software development company ACME
Software Ltd headed by Alex Capurro and
Mike Esber. This particular project has now
being one year in development and in my
time as a consultant to them I have seen
the idea grow into tangible results on the
back of determination and hard work. It is
encouraging to see the local talent we have
right here on our doorstep.

If you are a technology savvy
individual the term ‘wearable
technology’ may not be new to you,
certainly it is not yet an entirely
mainstream notion but rather still
in its infancy. Yet this is exactly
what makes it so exciting… its
raw untapped potential.
Wearable technology is clothing and
accessories incorporating computer and
advanced electronic technologies. The
designs often incorporate practical functions
and features, but may also have an aesthetic
agenda.
By this definition you might say that wearable
technology has being around for decades
now; I fondly remember my Casio watch from
my schooldays, but for technology developers
working in this field the term implies advanced,
new generation technology.
Make no mistake; wearable technology is
the future. We may not be sporting Tron like
suits and wielding data discs any time soon
but forecasts show that wearable technology
revenue will hit $1.4 billion this year and that
by 2018 this figure will reach $19 billion;
corporate giants will be born from this
revolution.
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I have long being an advocate that Gibraltar
needs to diversify its existing portfolio of ‘pillars
of the economy’ and that the technology and

So you win no prizes for guessing that
GLOCON is part of this advanced wearable
technology revolution.
Physically, GLOCON is a water proof, flexible
bracelet incorporating a CPU (computer),
RAM, micro USB connection, near field
communication (NFC), Bluetooth, pressure
sensors, vibration motor, LED glow strips and
of course, a battery.
In terms of its actual use; it is an adaptable
lifestyle device that is configurable to integrate
into your daily life. Each device is unique to
its owner and cannot be used without your
knowledge. GLOCON can be used to improve
on many day to day activities; the principle
notion is that it improves on daily, everyday
tasks by making them faster, easier, more
secure, or simply allows you to do things you
couldn’t before.
There are so many uses that one can come up
with for GLOCON that it’s impossible to fit into
one article. From something as simple such
as assisting the blind or the deaf by being
physically alerted when an event happens,
being alerted when your child wanders a
pre determined distance away from you, a
calendar event, or configure your bracelet to

M i n d i n g G i b r a l t a r ’s B u s i n e s s

pulse a kaleidoscope of lights to the beat of
a song at a concert. Shops can alert you in
real time with directed advertisements and
promotions straight to your GLOCON device
as you walk down the street.

PROUD WINNER OF THE 2012 GFSB BUSINESS
AWARD FOR BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT

The principle feature is that you, the user,
decide what functions to upload to your
GLOCON and you, the user, are able to define
the vibration pattern as well as the LED glow
sequence for any event or alert triggered.
But GLOCON is more than just about alerts,
lights and vibrations. Identity theft and security
are an increasing problem in our world today,
with over $50 billion a year in costs in the
US alone. GLOCON enables users to securely
encrypt and store their personal and payment
data onto a physical device. Combined with
payment software (PAYFREX.com) that is
being developed alongside GLOCON, users
will soon be able to make instant, secure,
every day payments using GLOCON or top up
their children’s GLOCON with an allowance.
Via the advanced GLOCON back office
platform, users are able to monitor, configure
and even block GLOCON devices in real time,
and don’t worry, even if you were to lose your
GLOCON device the data will remain secure

RECYCLING FOR OVER 50 YEARS
Telephone: 20075108
Email: metalrok@gibtelecom.net
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NEW TO
GIBRALTAR –
APHRODITE
BEAUTY
ACADEMY

WOPA is translated into 6 major languages

Face Value
Guaranteed

C

✓

incorporating COINS

M

www.wopa-stamps.com

Y

CM

Selling to over 106 countries

MY

CY

CMY

WOPA is the official online Philatelic Agent for the following countries

K

New to Gibraltar, Aphrodite Beauty
Academy along with the Guild Training
International is the training arm of the
industry’s leading trade body, The Guild
of Beauty Therapists. We offer a range
of the most popular beauty, holistic and
nail courses that combine online and
practical learning, allowing you to study
at a time and place that suits you.

Aphrodite Beauty Academy courses offer
a flexible learning option that means our
courses work around you. With a choice of
beauty, holistic and nail courses you will be
sure to find the right course to put you on a
path to a new or extended career.

Courses available through Aphrodite Beauty
Academy are Manicure, Pedicure, Massage,
Skin and facial treatments, Nail extensions,
makeup, tanning application, and many
more.

Get started today and train with the experts in
the industry. All courses are fully accredited
by the Guild for membership and insurance.
Enrol on a Beauty course today with just a
click of a button. You can start your online
theory training straight away, and book your
practical assessment at Aphrodite Beauty
Academy.
Aphrodite Beauty Academy training lets you
work anywhere, at a time that suits you. We
offer online tutorial support and will provide
you with all the resources you need.
The practical training is delivered at Aphrodite
Beauty Academy Gibraltar at a time that suits
you.

WOPA is a division of the Gibraltar Philatelic Bureau Ltd.

For more information about Aphrodite
Beauty Academy, please contact Helen at
0035054001113 or
Helendarvill@hotmail.com.

Small Business
Insurance
• Comprehensive cover for a wide
range of shops, offices and cafés
• We will help you to select the right
cover for your business
• Competitive rates
• A personal and friendly service

Making Life Easier
Call us for a quote

T: 200 44628
business@ibexinsure.com
Ibex Insurance Services Ltd 2013. Ibex Insurance Services Ltd, 68 Irish Town, Gibraltar. Registered no. 77247. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Commission FSC 006 43B

Motor
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Marine

Travel

Medical

Holiday Apartment

Business

Pet
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goes green!
Greenarc Limited achieved the ISO
9001:2008 (Quality Management
System) over three years ago
and thus set the foundation for a
natural progression to achieve the
ISO 14001:2004 in May 2013.
Why? Because both ISO 9001 and
ISO 14001 use the same principles
namely the Deming Cycle- Plan
Do Check Act (PDCA) and share
common mandatory procedures
such as Document Control, Control
of Records, Internal Audits etc.,
to improve the way one runs a
business.
In the case of Greenarc Limited, which
has been managed by its two Directors Mr
Tyrone Serra and Mr Alan Brownbridge since
1992, it was their joint ambition to achieve
an International Environmental Standard.
Their line of work as horticultural contractors,
landscaping and garden design augurs well
to the setting of Environmental Objectives
which will help their business and also the
environment. The Company also has Tree
Surgeons and irrigation specialists. The
picture below shows Mr Tyrone Serra and
Mr Alan Brownbridge proudly receiving the
Environmental Standard from Mr Tony Lopez
of T L Consulting Limited.
What is ISO 14001?
ISO 14001 is the internationally recognized
standard for the environmental management
of businesses. It prescribes controls for
those activities that have an effect on the
environment. Implementing an Environmental
Management system is a systematic way
to discover and control the effects your
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Electricity, water and fuel consumption is being
monitored and when annual consumption is
known, targets are set to reduce by 5%. Once
more information is available the targets will
be tweaked up or down to achieve realistic
results.

company has on the environment. Cost savings can be made through improved efficiency
and productivity. These are achieved by detecting ways to minimize waste and dispose of it
effectively and by learning how to use energy more efficiently. It also verifies compliance with
current environmental legislation.
By way of example Greenarc’s compliance to the ISO14001 Standard has encouraged the
evaluation of environmental aspects and impacts of the Company, with the objective of reducing
waste in the offices and on sites as well as reducing water and electricity consumption by
setting achievable targets. The Targets are shown in the Table below:No.
1
2
3
4

Aspect
Energy Use
(Electricity)
Consumption of
Water
Storage and
handling of
Chemicals
Energy Use (Fuel)
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Impact
Pollution & Health
Hazard
Use of Natural
Resources
Consumption of
natural resources

Target
Reduce Electrical
Consumption by 5%
Reduce consumption by
5%
Use Approved
Chemicals only

Pollution & Health
Hazard

Reduce Fuel
Consumption by 5%

Another important element of achieving and
maintaining the Environmental Standard is the
Evaluation of Compliance Procedure which
disciplines the company into investigating
environmental legislation and to provide
evidence of compliance and duty of care. As
an example all companies have to comply with
the Environmental Control of Dust Regulations
2010 and one small but yet important issue
is the covering of lorries with tarpaulins when
transporting rubble to prevent the spread
of dust into the air. If companies do not
comply there is a risk of being fined by the
Authorities. There are several other relevant
environmental legislation on handling Waste,
Noise Management etc which apply but will
not be examined in this article in detail.

Greenarc Limited has taken the right initiative
by achieving the Environmental Standard
and has started its journey of caring for the
environment by adhering to the International
Standard and setting and meeting
environmental targets in the future.
By Tony Lopez of T L Consulting Limited

	
  

There are other important elements in
complying with the Environmental Standard
such as carrying out internal environmental
audits and having Emergency Plans in
place in case of environmental accidents/
incidents such as Fire, Chemical Spills etc.
More importantly Top Management must
demonstrate a commitment to implement
the Environmental Management System
which once implemented helps both with the
smooth running of the business and ultimately
helps the environment once objectives are
achieved.

GOES GREEN…….AND ACHIEVES THE ISO14001:2004 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM- THROUGH
ACTION AND NOT JUST WORDS
Greenarc Limited, Convent Place Depot, Convent Ramp, Gibraltar. Tel:20043134 Fax:
20050648 and Email: greenarc@gibtelecom.net

Certification Body: Verification International of Nottinghamshire, England.
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Medport Shipping
- Making a name for
themselves

Medport Shipping Services
Ltd was founded in May
2012 by Managing Director,
Mark Mills. After being the
Operations Manager at a
previous shipping agency and
due to the sad passing away
of the Owner, Mark decided
to take the plunge and set up
his own port agency.

It was a difficult decision especially with the
financial crisis. Adding to the doubts was the
fact that Gibraltar is a small port with over 20
registered port agencies. However after much
thought it was decided to take the plunge
and a year on it was the best decision that
one has made. Yes it has been stressful but
at the same time the challenge has proved
to be very rewarding. Through passion, hard
work and personal strife Medport Shipping
Services Ltd has built up a database of very
satisfied clients. We have managed to fight
our way through many adversities during our
first year and we have a proven track record
with all our existing clients.
By continuing to work hard and closely with
all concerned parties our aim is to become
the leading port operator at Gibraltar port. Our
sole focus is to always offer all our principals
whether big or small – 24/7 365 days a
year – Service, service, service. We keep all
our clients fully posted with vessels position
whilst at port via email and SMS text/alerts.
We focus to work closely with all concerned
parties to ensure a smooth / efficient and cost
effective turnaround for all vessels calling

port under our agency. In order to assist with
vessel planning we send our principals on a
daily basis Port Status updates informing of
how many vessels are waiting to enter the
inner anchorage to take bunkers, vessels
scheduled to arrive and a 5 day weather
forecast from the Met Office Link. All our
agency fees are all inclusive of agents
attendance, travelling, O/T, communications
and petties. We guarantee that agency fee
quoted at time of enquiry will be agency
fee charged in FDA. You will not receive any
additional costs such as Miscellaneous Fees.
We can either quote an all-inclusive lumpsum fee or a full breakdown PDA. We always
send full & original supporting docs with FDA.
We can offer credit terms of up to 45 days
from vessels sailing.
The following companies have already
deposited their trust and continue to work
with us ST Shipping and Transport Pte Ltd,
Biglift Shipping, B.V. Spliethoff, Sea World
Management & Transport Inc, Hanseatic
Bunker Services, GmbH O.E.S. Ltd, Cimex
Sam Noble Chartering SA, Iberica Maritima SA.

All you need is GBC

Bringing Music to Your Ears & Gibraltar to your Screen

GBC Television

Radio Gibraltar

GBC Online

available on
Gibraltar Freeview
and gbc.gi

91.3, 92.6 & 100.5FM,
1458AM, DAB+, gbc.gi
and Gibraltar Freeview

available at gbc.gi

Viewpoint
Talk About Town
The Hub
Sessions
Business Heritage
The Rock Masters Show
Vicky’s Kitchen
Access All Areas
The Christmas Cake Off
Christmas Surprise
Full schedule at gbc.gi

Weekdays:
7 am – Ben Lynch
10 am – Ros Astengo
1 pm – James Neish
2 pm – Teresa Goncalves
4 pm – Paul Grant
Overnight:
Latest Hits,
Classic Songs, non-stop

GBC TV Live

GBC TV Watch Again
Radio Gibraltar Live

Radio Gibraltar Listen Again
Latest Local News

© ultradesign
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Gibraltar Broadcasting Corporation
Broadcasting House, 18 South Barrack Road, Gibraltar
Tel: (+350) 200 79760 (all departments) I Fax: (+350) 200 78673 I E-mail: info@gbc.gi
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CONTENT IS
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Truth or Myth?

Back in 1996 Bill Gates wrote an article with
the title ‘Content is King’. The opening sentence
was “Content is where I expect much of the real
money will be made on the Internet, just as it
was in broadcasting.” So, is this mantra still true
or has content been usurped? Interestingly, SEO
(search engine optimization) came to the fore
in the ‘noughties’ when a high page ranking
on Google was obtained by using keywords.
However, all this has changed and SEO alone no
longer works without high-quality content.
Small businesses looking to market themselves online but
that previously relied solely on SEO must now reconsider their
approach and realise that being found online is primarily about
content. For instance, Google made more than 500 changes
to their ranking algorithm in one year alone. Last year they
made two major algorithm updates — Panda and Penguin both of which target low-quality websites. Google penalised
websites that were stuffing keywords and writing purely for
SEO purposes. Because SEO is constantly changing you must
realise that the optimisation techniques that used to work
well one day can be considered history the next day after yet
another algorithm update from Google.
The Penguin and Panda updates mean that sites are now
ranked on a number of different factors, including content.
Google spiders can now tell if a site is badly written, with
spelling and grammatical errors, lots of ads and bad quality
links. The “freshness” of copy has now become more
important to Google than inbound links. This means including
things such as trending topics or recurring events. Unique and
original content is, of course, incredibly important so copying
and pasting is definitely not acceptable.

The goal of every business is to obtain prospective clients. Content
generates traffic to your website or blog, therefore it makes sense
that the more quality content a site has the more chances for it
to rank in search results and the more likely it will be to have that
content shared through social media platforms such as Facebook,
Twitter and LinkedIn. These shares will in turn generate additional
visibility, and the more people that see a piece of content, the
more will link to it (from their own websites), and the better the site
will rank in search engines.

Saccone & Speed
(Gibraltar) Limited.
Wine & Spirit merchants
since 1839
Importers and
distributers of wines,
spirits, beers,
liqueurs, cigars &
cigarettes in Gibraltar
to a tied estate of
hotels, bars &
restaurants & also to
the many
off-licences,
convenience stores
& supermarkets on
the Rock.

Placing yourself as an expert in your niche is a good way to get
noticed. Write about developments within your industry; convey
useful information and offer opinions and insights. Post white
papers or research reports, instructional videos and Infographics.
Publish quality content but make it easy to understand. Don’t
forget that your website or blog is your shop window and it may
well be the first impression that someone will get of your business.
Instil confidence in your readers by making what you publish both
knowledgeable and approachable. Don’t try to sell with every blog
post but use them to build engagement and trust. It can often be
a good idea to use outside writers to provide content to freshen up
your blog and provide a new perspective.

Operating since the
1920’s and joining the
group in 1985, Louis J
Abrines Limited has
since expanded to
frozen & chilled foods,
as well as health &
personal care products,
cleaning materials &
over the counter &

It’s true that creating compelling content takes time and resources,
but in the present economy it is something that you can’t afford
not to do. If you want your business to rank in search engine
results then constant and plentiful high quality, unique content is
imperative. Once again it looks as though Bill Gates was correct
and his adage ‘Content is King’ is one that will only grow in
importance in the future.

pharmacy only
pharmaceuticals.

Jo Ward
Digital Business Consultancy
www.digitalbusinessconsultancy.com

Members of the

Saccone & Speed (Gibraltar) Group of Companies
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35 Devil’s Tower Road, P.O.Box 120, Gibraltar
t: +350 200 74600 | f: + 350 200 77031 | e: mail@sacspeed.gi
www.sacconeandspeedgibraltar.gi
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theHRDept.
As an employer the following statements will
make sense to you.
1. Effective workplaces are determined by
the right behaviour, supported by policies
and procedures.
2. A company’s performance is determined
by that of its employees.
You may read them and think - I already know
that, so what’s new?
Or maybe you read them and agree that
yes they are fairly important. Either way it is
difficult to argue that they do not make good
business sense.
Yet why is it that a considerable number of
businesses do not put into practice what they
know to be best practice.
Effective workplaces are determined by
the right behaviour, supported by policies
and procedures.
According to ACAS, the following are essential
to having an effective workplace:
o Formal procedures for dealing with
disciplinary matters, grievances and disputes
that managers and employees know about
and use fairly.

o Fair treatment for everyone including being
valued for their differences as part of everyday
life.

future by taking part in decisions and being
well informed. This is particularly important
when dealing with change.

o Work organised so that it encourages
initiative, innovation and people to work
together.

According to ACAS, communication and
consultation are essential to an effective
workplace and these are some action points:

o An understanding that people have
responsibilities outside work so they can
openly discuss ways of working that suit
personal needs and the needs of the
business.

o Improve organisational performance - time
spent communicating at the outset can avoid
any misunderstanding later

o A culture where everyone is encouraged to
learn new skills so they can look forward to
further employment either in the business or
elsewhere.

o Improve management performance and
decision making - allowing employees to
express their views can help managers
arrive at decisions which can more readily be
accepted by employees as a whole

Would the answer be the same if we asked
your staff?

o Managers who genuinely listen to and
consider their employees’ views so everyone
is actively involved in making important
decisions.

If you (and your staff) feel you are doing half
or less, then it is time to take action.

o Increase job satisfaction - employees are
more likely to be motivated if they have a
good understanding of their job and how it
fits into the organisation as a whole.

Draw up a plan of where you are now and
what steps you can take to move nearer the
goals and remember to include your staff in
the plan.

So how many of these does your company
actively do?

o A safe and healthy place to work.
o People who feel valued so they can talk
confidently about their work and learn from
both successes and mistakes.
o A good working relationship between
management and employees and their
representatives that in turn helps build trust
throughout the business.

intouch

Annual
Dinner 2014

o Improve employees’ performance and
So how many of them can you, as an employer, commitment - employees will perform better
say you are doing? And then, honestly how if they are given regular, accurate information
many are you doing well?
about their jobs

o Ambitions, goals and plans for the business
that employees know about and understand.

o A pay and reward system that is clear, fair
and consistent.
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An Effective Workplace

A company’s performance is determined
by that of its employees.
How can you drive your company’s
performance if it is determined by your
employees?
Employees will be most effective if they know
where they stand (e.g. their duties, obligations
and rights) and feel involved in the company’s

M i n d i n g G i b r a l t a r ’s B u s i n e s s

o Help develop greater trust

Thursday 20th February
At The Khaima Rock Hotel
Time: 19:30

Consider the ways you can do this. You could
try joint groups, team meetings, electronic
information, one-to-one conversations, notice
board displays, etc. And remember this is
two-way communication.

Join us for an Evening with the GFSB & ESBA at the Rock Hotel.
Enjoy some great food, ﬁne wine and excellent company.
Raﬄe prizes will be given out to the lucky person.

The HR Dept. have the experience and
knowledge to help businesses identify ways of
improving employee relationships and helping
to implement them. For more information
visit our website www.thehrdept.gi

Ticket Price: £55

Dress code: Lounge Suit
Gibraltar Federation of Small Businesses
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Developing local media
GFSB’s Craig Sacarello interviews Gerard Teuma
Craig Sacarello recently popped over to the GBC studios to discuss the emergence of Gibraltar
Entertainment Network (GEN) as the main driver behind the development of a strong media industry
in Gibraltar. He spoke to Chairman Gerard Teuma and Director Brendan Golt about its development
and likely impact on the local business community.

Do you see this having a longlasting positive impact on Gibraltar’s
worldwide image?
Absolutely. The initial reaction we have had
from people in the industry internationally
has been extremely positive, with many of
them very eager to use the facilities on The
Rock and/or use the jurisdiction in other ways
which are fiscally advantageous to them.
With GEN also intending to stage significant
entertainment events locally, Gibraltar is in
future likely to feature prominently on the
entertainment world stage.

We are very keen to increase the level of
expertise locally, for which our UK partners
are interested in creating educational
opportunities that will allow people here to
learn the skills needed to work in this industry
at an international standard. Exposing these
students to the facilities we are creating will
be an intrinsic part of this.

What is GibGen?
GibGen is our website, which is already live,
and provides plenty of information on the
people behind GEN, the facilities we intend to
offer, the fiscal advantages to be enjoyed by
operating from Gibraltar, locations gallery etc.
Take a look at www.gibgen.com

I’m assuming your business plan
incorporates various scenarios
which will impact on your bottom What expertise do the founders
line. When do you think you will hit bring to the table?
break-even?

How do you see the media sector
developing over the next five
years?
A comparatively big investment has been
made locally in television and radio over the
past year which in itself is motivating more
people to take up broadcasting as a career
and taking local productions to a higher level.
The fact that GBC is also commissioning
programmes from independent production
companies is also encouraging people to
take this up and expanding the sector. This
is all building a good foundation for the
arrival of Gibraltar Entertainment Network –
GBC’s joint venture company with influential
individuals from the film, TV, music and new
media worlds, which is set to revolutionise
the local media sector in the next few years.
This will be focused internationally, by way of
maximising the tax and fiscal advantages that
Gibraltar can provide.

Has planning approval been met?

How is the venture being funded?

The project is in the process of being
submitted to the Development and Planning
Commission. It is currently in the design
stage in association with the new football
stadium at Europa Point. As far as the GEN
studios are concerned, these will comprise
a film sound stage, a TV production studio,
CGI suites, several audio recording studios
of varying standards, film and video editing
rooms, and other significant features. GBC
TV Production studios and Radio Gibraltar’s
facilities will also be housed there.

The entire project will be financed privately,
with GEN seeking the funding. There are
several international banks and funds that are
keen on being involved, and we are actively
pursuing these options.

When is the build likely to begin/be
How is the GoG assisting in the completed?
development of the same?
All estimates are that together with the
The Government is being extremely supportive
of this, and is very keen to attract this new
industry to The Rock. It is therefore providing
the land on which the studios will be built at
Europa point. This will be initially at no cost,
but with a commercial rent to follow later.
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stadium, this will be a two-year build from
the point of breaking ground. So, realistically
we are looking at no earlier than mid 2016 for
the development’s completion.

M i n d i n g G i b r a l t a r ’s B u s i n e s s

How would you like to see GFSB
members, artists, technicians
etc contribute to assist in the
development of this sector?
GEN’s philosophy is to keep its business
local as much as possible, albeit without
compromising the quality expected by our
clients from our facilities. Therefore, we will
always try and source materials, services and
expertise in Gibraltar, although inevitably we
will also have to acquire some of these abroad
to ensure the best possible experience for our
extremely demanding customers from the
entertainment and media worlds.

Our current business plan is mainly focused
around the construction period over the
next three years, with our projections for
the following two years being quite positive.
However, it is difficult to determine precisely
at this point in time when break-even will
occur, given the unpredictable nature of the
industry. For example, all things being equal,
the company will grow at a steady rate, but
owning the rights to what becomes a smashhit movie would literally change the figures
overnight. What we can say right now is that
we are very confident that the business will
be successful.

50% of GEN is owned by GBC, with the other
50% owned by a variety of people drawn
from the film, TV and music worlds. They
include Anna George who formed part of the
management team for Led Zeppelin, and
also for Bad Company and Bon Jovi. She
has many contacts in the music industry,
ranging from artists to managers to record
companies. Her husband, Barry George, is a

very successful property developer and now
leads our team dealing with the construction
of the studios. Kim Fuller is a renowned
comedy writer, best known for his work on
Spitting Image, Not the 9 O’Clock News and
Red Dwarf. He also wrote the script for the
movie Spice World featuring the Spice Girls,
and is currently working on scripts for other
movies with high profile Hollywood actors.
Locally, Brendan Golt brings with him over
10 years of experience in TV programme
distribution, which will be essential in the
marketing of our productions.

Who have GEN partnered up with?
In addition to Anna, Barry, Kim and Brendan
we have also partnered with Phil Knox Roberts
who as Director of Warner Music worked
with artists such as Rod Steward, REM and
Madonna, among many others. We have
also secured the services of Sarah Arnott,
who among other things has worked for Mel
Gibson’s company, Icon Entertainment. In
addition, GEN has also partnered with leading
new-media firm, Innovae, for the sale and
use of augmented reality products in relation
to the marketing of our film, music and TV
productions amongst others.

Will these state-of-the-art studios
be available for local (businesses/
individuals)? Will there be a
discounted price for locals?
The majority of these studios will be designed
with top artists and film-makers in mind, and
will be marketed internationally. However,
their existence in Gibraltar also provides
a golden opportunity for local musicians
and producers to be exposed to this level
of quality in respect of recording facilities.
We will therefore endeavor to reserve time
for them to record at Europa Point Studios
wherever possible and appropriate.

Will you be investing in our future by
offering talented youngsters work
placements and other incentives to
develop their skills in this area?
M i n d i n g G i b r a l t a r ’s B u s i n e s s
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Economic benefits from
filming locations and tourism

Mobile
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As from
1 July 2013
contract mobile
customers will
benefit from
reduced calling
rates and data
charges

Select 10 Plan
Calls to local fixed lines

Standard rate – From 20p to 18p per minute
Cheap rate – From 15p to 13p per minute

On Global James Bond Day,
marking the 50th anniversary of
the 007 film franchise, VisitBritain
launched its biggest ever film
tourism campaign, centered around
the release of “Skyfall,” the 23rd
James Bond adventure.
VisitBritain also launched an online SKYFALL
experience called ‘Agent UK’, designed to
engage with the large digital and social media
following, that the national tourism agency
already enjoys. The campaign is associated
with Twitter, Facebook & Google+.
For example, the Ministry of Culture of
Colombia issued a law to “promote the
country for making films.” Filming Colombia
Law provides a number of economic
benefits to directors who make films in
Colombia such us a reimbursement of 40%
of expenditure made in the recruitment of
national production, and post-production,
and 20% of expenditure on housing, food and
transportation, and thus seeks to encourage
the local film industry and make Colombia
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Select 100 Plan
Calls to local fixed lines

Standard rate – From 17p to 15p per minute
Cheap rate – From 10p to 9p per minute

Select 250 Plan
Calls to local fixed lines

Standard rate – From 12p to 10p per minute

Data
a competitive international market where
producers are constantly looking for new
locations for the film industry.
Since the 1950s, Gibraltar has been home
to many international film productions, for
example:
“The Silent Enemy” was filmed on location in
Gibraltar in 1958, the 1982 film “Tangiers” is
partly set in Gibraltar, the opening scene of the
film “The Living Daylights” (from the James
Bond film series) takes place in Gibraltar, the
popular BBC 90’s TV show “The Detectives”,

M i n d i n g G i b r a l t a r ’s B u s i n e s s

Mobile Internet 0*
From 40p to 35p per MB
has an episode set in Gibraltar and features
a ride in the cable car, and also, In the 2011
movie “The Muppets” a shot of The Rock of
Gibraltar appears during the “Travel by Map”
scene.

* For all available data packages
please visit www.gibtele.com
or call 20052200

Linking Tourism and Cinema is increasing.
Tourists are interested to know the place
where their favorite movie was filmed, so
tourism and filmming compined, will have
mutual benefits.
By Chloe Ramírez
successimage.net
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20052200 • info@gibtele.com • www.gibtele.com
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HEALTH & SAFETY SEMINAR
HIGHLIGHTS NEED FOR
RISK ASSESSMENTS
The Employment Minister Mr Joe
Bossano delivered a key note
speech at a recent Health & Safety
Seminar, which focused on the
importance of employers’ duty to
ensure the health, safety at work
of their employees and of their
colleagues. Also he highlighted
that it is a legal requirement
for employers with five or more
employees to conduct risk
assessments.

This means you:
Identify elements of your business that impact
on the health and safety and gain access to
the relevant health and safety legislation.

There was an honest admission that risk
assessments in the public sector are almost
non- existant and in order to enforce the law
in the private sector, he vowed to put his own
house in order. This is clearly encouraging
and begs the question of what can be done
to prepare for the future visits from Health &
Safety Inspectors.

How Does BS OHSAS 18001 Work
BS OHSAS 18001 expects organizations to
comply with all of the requirements that make
up the standard. According to the standard,
your OHSMS must comply with every BS
OHSAS 18001 requirement (ie Part 4 of the
standard).

One solution to prepare for the inevitable is
to consider implementing the Health & Safety
Standard in your organization. The Health and
Safety Standard is the BS OHSAS 18001:2007
– Occupational Health & Safety Management
System. This provides organizations with the
discipline to comply with pertinent Legislation
as well as other good habits such as having a
Health & Safety Policy and procedure for legal
compliance.
What is BS OHSAS 18001
BS OHSAS 18001 is an international standard
that specifies a process for controlling and
improving a company’s health and safety
performance.
BS OHSAS 18001 consists of:
• General requirements
• Health and Safety policy
• Planning
• Implementation and operation
• Checking and corrective action
• Management review
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Produce objectives and target for improvement
and a management program to achieve
them, with regular reviews for continual
improvement.
You can also arrange for a Certification Body
to assess your system. They then periodically
assess the system and, if compliant, can
register your company or site to BS OHSAS
18001.

However, the size and complexity of OHSMS’s
vary quite a bit. How far you go is up to you.
The size and complexity of your OHSMS,
the extent of your documentation, and the
resources allocated to your system will
depend on many things. How you meet each
of the BS OHSAS 18001 requirements, and
to what extent, depends on many factors,
including the size of the organization, the
nature of the activities, the organisation’s
legal obligations etc.
BS OHSAS 18001 is designed to be used
for certification (registration) purposes.
However, BS OHSAS 18001 does not require
certification. You can be in compliance without
being formally certified (registered). You can
self-assess (self audit) your OHSMS and
simply declare that it complies with the BS
OHSAS 18001 standard (if it actually does).
What is PDCA - Plan, Do, Check, Act
Plan-Do-Check-Act - Commonly referred to
as PDCA (or PDSA, for Plan-Do-Study-Act),
refers to the cycle of activities advocated for
achieving process or system improvement.
Originally the cycle PDSA was first proposed

M i n d i n g G i b r a l t a r ’s B u s i n e s s

by Walter Shewhart, one of the pioneers of
statistical process control and popularised
by his student, quality expert W. Edwards
Deming. The PDSA cycle represents one
of the cornerstones of continual quality
improvement (CQI). The components of the
cycle are described below:
THE PDCA METHODOLOGY
Management Systems all use what is called
the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) methodology.
It uses this methodology to organize the
standard and you can use it to establish your
OHSMS.
The PDCA methodology is used to organize
your Management System in the following
way:
1. PLAN. expects you to plan the establishment
of your MS.
2. DO. expects you to implement your MS.
3. CHECK. expects you to monitor, measure,
and report on the performance of your MS.
4. ACT. expects you to improve your MS.
You can also use a PDCA approach to help
you establish your organization’s MS. By
taking the following 4 steps you will be using
a PDCA approach:
1. PLAN. Plan your MS.
2. DO. Establish your MS.
3. CHECK. Evaluate your MS.
4. ACT. Improve your MS.
Health & Safety Standard Summarised in
the PDCA Methodology
The Health & Safety Standard is summarized in
the Table below and is an easy to use reference
tool to save time when searching for Clauses
in the Standard. As an example, searching for
Risk assessments would lead you to Clause
4.1 General Requirements which calls for
Risk assessments and documentation (in
Green section) and Clause 4.4.1 in the Yellow
Section defines Management responsibility to
provide the right resources to carry out Risk
Assessments and other roles.

In summary adherence to the Health & Safety Standard would certainly help any organization in the public or private sectors to ensure legal
compliance and hence provide a safer work environment for all employees and prevent accidents as far as humanly possible. The Standard
also has a discipline for checking legal compliance which requires reviewing the latest Health & Safety Legislation enacted and study how these
new legal additions apply to the organization. There are numerous other obligations set out in the Standard which help improve the Company’s
Health & Safety performance.
Tony Lopez
T L Consulting Ltd
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Calentita:

GFSB RockChef Stall
The GFSB and some of our
RockChef contestants teamed up to
deliver a mouth watering stall with
a Caribbean twist! People tucked
into delicious Jamaican Jerk Pork
Kebabs with Calypso Rice and
Mango Salsa. This was followed by
a sneaky treat of some refreshing
‘Reggae Reggae’ Jelly Shots. All
of this had been lovingly cooked
and prepared by our RockChef
contestants and some of our GFSB
Board.
Zoe Torres (our Runner up of RockChef)
teamed up with Gemma Vasquez (GFSB
Chair) and the rest of the team to put
together an amazing menu. They organised
all the preparations beforehand so all would
run smoothly on the night. From organising
BBQ oil drums, buying and sourcing all the
ingredients locally, to food preparation,
refrigeration and the list goes on.
The GFSB and our RockChef team cooked
for the crowds and managed to raise
£850 which was donated to Research Into
Childhood Cancer (R.I.C.C). This is a local

charity which was set up in 1989 following
young Phillip Sacarello’s death from cancer.
All funds received by RICC go to fund
research into Neuroblastoma. The research
team works out of Gt. Ormond Street Hospital
in London and over the years has made great
advances towards developing a vaccine to
cure those suffering from this disease.
The GFSB would like to say many many
thanks to the RockChef contestants namely
Zoe Torres, Ainslie Andrews, Sonia de la
Rosa, Benjamin Trinidad and Jane Hart for
being involved. Without their help it would
not have been a success.

To be honest
For us it is important to be able to look you in the eye today
as well as tomorrow. Therefore, your adviser does not get
any bonus when you do business with us - and never did.
Unique? Maybe. But to be honest – to us, it’s just common
sense.

And also a big thanks to our own Board
namely Gemma Vasquez (Arias), Alfredo
Vasquez, Craig Sacarello & family, and
Michelle Olivera (Hassans) who put a lot of
time and energy into making it such a great
night. We hope you all enjoyed the food!

Jyske Bank (Gibraltar) Ltd. • Tel. +350 200 59205 • www.jyskebank.gi
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Jyske Bank (Gibraltar) Ltd. is licensed by the Financial Services Commission, Licence No. FSC 001 00B. Services and products are not available to
everybody, for instance not to residents of the US.
Minding Gibralt
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40%

MEMBERSHIP
RATES

have turned to a
competitor after
a bad mobile
experience.

(Employe es)

£60
£95
£145
£190

for 0-4
for 5-10
for11-20
for 20+

To join now, contact GFSB on +350 20047722 or gfsb@gfsb.gi

RENTAL OF BOARDROOM/CONFERENCE
TRAINING FACILITIES: TO MEMBERS

Is your website mobile ready?
Mobile usage is growing dramatically,
by the end of this year more people will
use mobile phones than Pcs to get
online. Make sure your clients are not
looking elsewhere.

www.pdg.gi

t: 200 45599 | e: web@pdg.gi
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piranha designs

£45 for half day
£75 for a full day
Te a/ Coffee will be provided.

(The room can hold a maximum of 60 people standing, and 25-30 people training).
We aim to use the money made on the rental of these facilities to develop and
improve our training facilities for our members.

websites - graphics - mobile

M i n d i n g G i b r a l t a r ’s B u s i n e s s
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MEMBERSHIP
A P P L I C A T I O N

Please fill in as much detail as possible.

F O R M

Date

Company/ Business Name
Main Trade
Address
Website
Do you wish your details to be added to our membership list on the GFSB website?
General email (If different from above)

General phone number

Main Contact

Accounts Contact

Name

Name

Position

Position

Telephone

Telephone

Email

Email

Yes

No

Additional email contacts: Do you wish for anyone other than yourself to recieve emails?

Number of Employees
Owners
Full time
Part time
TOTAL

Number of Employees

Membership Fee

0-4
5-10
11-20
20+

£60
£95
£145
£190

Would you be interested in:

Tick Applicable

If you wish to join any of our social
network groups – please tick

(note click on link to join)

Please tick as appropriate

l
f
t

Linkedin
Facebook
Twitter

Please state who do you wish to join the
group and represent your company

Advertising in the InTouch Magazine
Discount Club
Writing articles for the InTouch Magazine
Your details available for marketing

What was your main reason for joining the GFSB?

Please complete & return to our office with payment. Cheques are to be made payable to GFSB.
Alternatively please download the form from our website and email to gfsb@gfsb.gi
GFSB Transfer Details: COMPANY: Gibraltar Federation of Small Businesses (GFSB), BANK: NatWest Offshore, Account No: 10447822,
Sort Code: 60-60-60, IBAN: GI34 NWBK 0606 0601 0447 822, SWIFT: RBOS GI GI - Please quote the invoice number on all transfers.

Gibraltar Federation of Small Businesses Limited
GFSB House, 122 Irish Town, Gibraltar
Tel: +350 200 47722 | Email: gfsb@gfsb.gi | Web: www.gfsb.gi

f

www.facebook.com/GibraltarFederationofSmallBusinesses
Drafted by: J.Wootley
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Issue no: 4

l

Built on solid foundations
A full service international law firm, offering tailor-made
services and advice to help you meet your objectives, since 1892
For further information contact: info@isolas.gi

www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=4906268&trk=hb_side_g
Date: October 2013

Portland House Glacis Road PO Box 204 Gibraltar
Tel +350 2000 1892 www.gibraltarlawyers.com
M i n d i n g G i b r a l t a r ’s B u s i n e s s
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